11:50 - 12:10  Salon 1

Professor Faik Temel (Istanbul TR)  
"Medical Rehabilitation in Germany"

11:50 - 12:10  Salon 3

Project to Develop Information on Self-assessment Tools in Physical Activity for Women Among Turkish Migrant Women in Vienna

12:10 - 12:30  Salon 1

"Travel, Political Interaction and Ethnic Problems Through the Prism of Political Science"

12:10 - 12:30  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

13:00 - 13:20  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

13:30 - 13:50  Salon 1

Mehrunisha Suleman (Oxford UK)  
"Problems Regarding the Brain Death Definition From the Islamic Theological View"

13:30 - 13:50  Salon 2

"Body Enhancement: Opportunity, Risk and the Human Body: Opinions of Mersin University Health Vocational School Students"

13:30 - 13:50  Salon 3

Vassilka Nikolova (Sofia BG)  
"Pharmacological Cognitive Enhancement – User’s Interpretations"

13:50 - 14:10  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

13:50 - 14:10  Salon 2

Kadircan Keskinbora (Istanbul TR)  
"Cornea Transplantation and Post-mortal Organ Donation"

13:50 - 14:10  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Göksu (Mainz D)  
"The Ethics of Xenotransplantation. A Muslim Viewpoint"

14:10 - 14:30  Salon 1

Elif Bıyıklı (Istanbul TR)  
"Breakthroughs in Diabetes Mellitus Type 2 Among Turkish Migrant Women (in Vienna)"

14:10 - 14:30  Salon 2

"Plants Used to Enhance the Power of Erection"

14:10 - 14:30  Salon 3

Professor Vassilka Nikolova (Sofia BG)  
"Hippocrates’ Code: Anarchic Health, Culture and Terminology - Ethnocentric view and the Human Body"

14:30 - 14:50  Salon 1

Professor Haluk Ynzar (Konya TR)  
"Diabetes Mellitus Type 2 Among Turkish Migrant Women (in Vienna)"

14:30 - 14:50  Salon 2

"Archeology of Cerebral Arteries and the Human Body"

14:30 - 14:50  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

14:50 - 15:10  Salon 1

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

14:50 - 15:10  Salon 2

"Pharmacological Cognitive Enhancement – User’s Interpretations"

14:50 - 15:10  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Göksu (Mainz D)  
"The Ethics of Xenotransplantation. A Muslim Viewpoint"

15:10 - 15:30  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

15:10 - 15:30  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

15:10 - 15:30  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

15:30 - 15:50  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

15:30 - 15:50  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

15:30 - 15:50  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

15:50 - 16:00  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

15:50 - 16:00  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

15:50 - 16:00  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

16:00 - 16:20  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

16:00 - 16:20  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

16:00 - 16:20  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

16:20 - 16:40  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

16:20 - 16:40  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

16:20 - 16:40  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

16:40 - 17:00  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

16:40 - 17:00  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

16:40 - 17:00  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

17:00 - 17:20  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

17:00 - 17:20  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

17:00 - 17:20  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

17:20 - 17:40  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

17:20 - 17:40  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

17:20 - 17:40  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

17:40 - 17:50  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

17:40 - 17:50  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

17:40 - 17:50  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

17:50 - 18:10  Salon 1

Professor Hakan Ertin (Istanbul TR)  
"The Ethics of Global Health - Theological View"

17:50 - 18:10  Salon 2

"Arabian Medicine"

17:50 - 18:10  Salon 3

Professor Ahmet Karakaya (Istanbul TR)  
"Animals as a Source of Organs - Ethical Problems Regarding Embryonic Stem Cells"

18:10 - 21:00  Salon 1

Bosphorus Cruise with Dinner – Ethics Counselling Services in situ

LANGUAGES

Language conference on Health, Culture and the Human Body. Ethnology, epidemiology and history of medicine, perspectives from Turkey and Central Europe

KINDLY SUPPORTED BY

FUNDED BY HAYAT VAKFI

CONGRESS REGISTRATION FEE

None for speakers and student attendees 100 TL for all non-student attendees (The fee includes congress bag, welcome reception, gala dinner and refreshments.)

CONGRESS VENUE

11.30.2014: Istanbul University Congress Centre Bosphorus Campus
13.09.2015 BITEM Center for Medical Humanities Auckland CR, Topkapı Etili Bayrak Bey Street No. 50, No. 300, Fatih Çarşı, İstanbul - ACCOMMODATION – Recommended Hotels

The Green Park Hotel Merter / İstanbul
Phone: +90 (0) 212 257 37 73
www.thegreenparkmerter.com
Room Rate Single: € 87 / Double: € 106 (special discount, please mention the congress when booking)

Hotel Linda – Beyazıt / İstanbul
Phone: +90 (0) 212 517 28 50
www.istanbulhotellinda.com - Room price Single € 45 / Double € 70 (special discount, please mention the congress when booking)

There will be shuttle buses to the conference venues.

PATRONAGE

The conference will be held under the auspice of Prof. Dr. Yrsa Söküt, Rector of Istanbul University

CONCLUSION

Ayyar Y. Atay
Tel: +90 (0) 216 257 1442
E-mail: bjb@besikcizade.com

KINDLY SUPPORTED BY

3rd international and interdisciplinary conference on Health, Culture and the Human Body

11.30.2014: Istanbul University Congress Centre Bosphorus Campus
13.09.2015: BITEM Center for Medical Humanities Auckland CR, Topkapı Etili Bayrak Bey Street No. 50, No. 300, Fatih Çarşı, İstanbul - ACCOMMODATION – Recommended Hotels